
PART 1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 1- TEN LESSONS FROM ECONOMICS 

Economics: how society manages scare (limited) resources (in production) 

- allocate- abilities, efforts, desires 

- combined choice 

- input, output 

Economists: study decisions, interactions, trends affecting economy (behaviour) 

How people make decisions 

Lesson 1: People face trade-offs 

- among alternative goals and life; ‘guns and butter’ 

- efficiency (most of it) and equity (even distribution)  

- rich and poor 

Lesson 2: The cost of something is what you give to get it 

- measured in terms of forgone opportunities (costs and benefits) 

- eg) wages and education, benefits up to extent of expenses. 

- opportunity cost: best alternative given up to obtain item 

Lesson 3: Rational people think at the margin 

- comparing marginal costs and marginal beliefs (black, white, grey) 

- highest level of satisfaction; willingness to pay; product yield. e.g. water & diamonds. 

- marginal change: small incremental adjustment to plan of action.  

Lesson 4: People respond to incentives 

- punishment or reward triggering change of behaviour 

- understanding how economy allocates scarce resources.  

- High price- buyers consume less, sellers produce more 

- policy makers- consider direct and less obvious effects 

How people interact 

Lesson 5: Trade can make everyone better off 

- mutually beneficial, not isolating; specialization, better variety at lower cost. 

Lesson 6: Markets are usually a good way to organise economic activity 

- market economy: allocates resources through decentralized decisions among many 

- interacting/ coordinating trade among people 

- self-interest 

- invisible hand: buyers and sellers freely interacting in market economy, creating outcome that 

allocates resources to those who value/ effective use of scarce resouces. Prevention=impedes 

Lesson 7: Governments can sometimes improve market outcomes 

- if market failure or market outcome is inequitable (promote efficiency and equity) 

- enforce rules, property rights to own & control 



- intervene, promote efficiency (price/sharing of goods) and equity (of economic wellbeing)  

- market failure: market left on own fails to allocate resources efficiently. 

o externality: uncompensated impact (positive/ negative) of one’s actions on wellbeing of 

bystander 

o market power: single economic actor having influence on market prices. 

- Market economy: ability to produce and it’s response  

How the economy as a whole works 

Lesson 8: A country’s standard of living depends of its ability to produce goods and services 

- productivity (quantity of resources produced) is ultimate source of living standards (quality of 

life) 

- high/ low income 

- public policy and impact on production (education, tools, technology) 

- budget deficits (depress growth) cause return to surplus   

Lesson 9: Prices rise when the government prints too much money 

- source of inflation (increased currency relative to available resources= higher prices 

- decreased purchase power; value of money falls 

Lesson 10: Society faces a short term trade-off between inflation and unemployment 

- “Phillips curve”; reduce inflation= risen unemployment 

- prices slow to adjust: < inflation= decreased purchase power= less sales= unemployment 

- monetary: supply of money (inflation, interest rates, growth and stability) 

fiscal: government spending and revenue (stimulate demand; < taxes >spending) 

 


